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Air quality assessment

Abstract
In order to integrate CTM outputs with
measured data, a post-processing downscaling and unbiasing procedure has been implemented: the procedure is based on a kriging algorithm with external variables, and
it provides long-term evaluation of PM10,
PM2.5, ozone and nitrogen dioxide at 1 km
horizontal resolution. A similar downscaling
and unbiasing procedure was also applied to
operational air quality forecast.
Moreover, a statistical method was implemented to estimate the subgrid scale variability of pollutants concentrations, based
on some deterministic simulations run over
selected sample areas and on the data collected by monitoring stations of diverse typologies. The method was tested over the
Emilia Romagna region, and applied to estimate population exposure to nitrogen dioxide. Results are presented and discussed.

PESCO geostatistical module was applied to the evaluation of the compliance with EU legislation requirements for PM10, PM2.5, O3 and
NO2. As expected, the most critical requirement is the number of days in which PM10 concentrations exceed the 50µg · m−3 threshold,
which is not fulfilled in most urban and suburban areas, along the whole extent of “via Emilia” (a road running on the foothills of
Apennines across the whole region and connecting its main cities), and also in large portions of rural areas in western Emilia Romagna.
Small but significant areas in the heavily industrialised central Emilia Romagna do not respect the standards also for PM2.5 and NO2.
PM10 daily exceedances

Figure 1: Domains of the
continental CTM (Prev’Air), the
regional CTM (NINFA) and the
geostatistical module (PESCO)

The implementation of the CTM is called NINFA:
I chemistry transport model Chimere (Bessagnet et al., 2004), implemented
over the Northern Italy (horizontal resolution 10km); runs operationally at
ARPA-SIMC;
I daily analysis and forecast of PM10, PM2.5, ozone, nitrogen dioxide and
other pollutants.
I meteorological input is provided by COSMO-I7, operational
implementation over Italy of the non-hydrostatic meteorological model
COSMO (Steppeler et al., 2003);
I some post-processing of the COSMO output is performed, in order to
provide mixing height, friction velocity and cloud water content;
I emission input comes from the regional inventory of Emilia Romagna,
from the national inventory of ISPRA and from a large scale inventory
provided by project MACC;
I boundary conditions are provided by PREV’AIR, the continental
implementation of Chimere.

PESCO: geostatistical module for unbiasing and downscaling
analysis A geostatistical module (PESCO) is implemented, in order to
post-process the output of NINFA with the aim to remove bias and
increase horizontal resolution. It produces fields of PM10, PM2.5,
ozone and nitrogen dioxide surface concentrations over a regular grid
covering the region Emilia-Romagna with a resolution of 1km. For
every timestep (every day for PM, every hour for O3 and NO2):
1. differences between CTM fields and observed concentrations are
calculated;
2. these differences are then interpolated on the 1km·1km grid, by
means of a kriging algorithm (Honoré and Malherbe, 2003; Cressie,
1993)
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Figure 3: Year 2010: evaluation of the compliance with EU legislation requirements
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assuming that they can be expressed as the sum of a linear combination of some
external parameters plus a “small” residual term
coefficients of the linear combination are fitted with minimum square method,
but
they are constrained to stay in the range between the 5th and the 95th
percentile of the coefficients estimated through a first guess, unconstrained fit
several external parameters were tested; the most useful turned out to be
elevation and total annual emissions

3. the interpolated differences are added to the CTM output, to obtain
the final fields.
forecast The final PESCO fields (analysis) are also used to post-process
operational air quality forecasts produced by NINFA system, in order to
unbias and downscale surface concentration fields:
1. the ratios of PESCO final fields to NINFA analysis are evaluated for
every time and then
2. averaged over the standard three-months seasons (DJF, MAM, JJA,
SON);
3. these seasonally-averaged fields are then used as correction factors
for daily operational forecasts.

Figure 4 shows the results of a leave-one-out
cross-validation fo the PESCO module, performed
on the 2010 data.
I for all pollutants except ozone, errors are
larger in winter, when concentrations are
higher and their spatial gradients sharper;
I this is particularly true for PM10, for which
PESCO performs very well in summer but
has large errors in January and February
I errors seems to be generally smaller for
aerosols than for gases, but this could be
partly due to the fact that for gases the
scores refers to hourly values, while for
aerosols they refer to daily averages;
I performances is critically dependent on the
availability of reliable background
measurements.
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Figure 4: Cross-validation of the geostatistical module PESCO: monthly minimum, maximum,
median, 25th and 75th percentile of the root mean square error, represented as box-and-whyskers
plots

UltraPESCO: evaluation of subgrid-scale variability

Inside each 1km·1km cell of PESCO grid, pollutant concentration - even if yearly averaged cannot be considered uniform, especially if population exposure is investigated. A simplified
methodology to estimate the subgrid-scale variability of NO2 is described and tested.
1. ADMS-Urban dispersion model (Carrhuters et al., 1994; CERC, 2006) is used to
produce annual simulations of NOx concentrations, over 5 sample domains 5
I
I

included in the PESCO domain
containing part of a city and the adjacent sub-urban and rural areas

2. after removing a buffer near the boundaries of the sample domains, a total of 248
1km·1km cells are selected for the following processing:
I

I

I

interpolation from the variable resolution working grid of the model to regularly spaced grids with
50m step
the resulting fields are then compared with annual NO2 concentrations measured by the available
monitoring stations included in the sample domains (10 kerbside stations)
a linear regression is evaluated, and ADMS-Urban fields are corrected accordingly

3. the distribution frequency of corrected ADMS-Urban fields is evaluated for each of the
PESCO grid cells included in ADMS-Urban domains: according to the Akaike
Information Criterion (Burnham and Anderson, 2002), the log-normal distribution is
found to provide the best fit in almost all of the cells
4. the two parameters of the lognormal distibution, µ and σ, are then estimated in the
entire PESCO domain:
I

I

Figure 5: NOx annual mean (colored isolines)
simulated by ADMS-Urban over one of the
sampling domains and NO2 annual mean
observed by the monitoring stations (black
circles)

the mode of the distribution is assumed to be equal to the background concentration evaluated by
PESCO for each cell
a regression tree calibrated on the sample domains 6 is used to evaluate ln(σ) as a function of
quantities whose values are available on the whole domain: three predictors were selected, namely
the mode of the lognormal distribution, the number of inhabitants and the total NOx emissions in
each cell

5. σ values are corrected to ensure that concentrations at the monitoring sites are within
the 95th percentile of the distribution of the corresponding PESCO cell

Figure 6: ln(σ) forecasted by the regression tree
versus ln(σ) fitted on the high resolution
ADMS-Urban simulations

Population exposure
Figure 7 shows the first application of the UltraPESCO module (evaluation of
the subgrid scale varibility)
I the distribution frequency evaluated for each 1km cell has been used to
estimate the fraction of each cell in which NO2 annual mean
concentrations are expected to exceed the 40µg · m−3 threshold
I these values has been multiplied for the number of inhabitants, to
obtain an estimate of the total number of people exposed to
concentrations above the legislation limits
I results are promising:
I

Figure 2: Diagram of the NINFA+PESCO modelling system

I

PESCO (no subgrid scale evaluation) → 172000 exposed inhabitants
UltraPESCO (with subgrid scale evaluation) → 325000 exposed inhabitants

Figure 7: Fraction of land where NO2 annual mean exceeded the
40µg · m−3 threshold, as estimated by the UltraPESCO module.
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